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Abstract. Airborne measurements of biomass burning organic aerosol (BBOA) from boreal forest fires reveal highly contrasting properties for plumes of different ages. These measurements, performed using an Aerodyne Research Inc. compact time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (C-ToF-AMS) during the BORTAS (quantifying the impact of Boreal forest fires on Tropospheric oxidants over the Atlantic using Aircraft and Satellites) experiment in the summer of 2011, have been used to derive normalised excess organic aerosol (OA) mass concentrations (ΔOA / ΔCO), with higher average ratios observed closer to source (0.190 ± 0.010) than in the far-field (0.097 ± 0.002). The difference in ΔOA / ΔCO between fresh and aged plumes is influenced by a change in dominant combustion conditions throughout the campaign. Measurements at source comprised 3 plume interceptions during a single research flight and sampled largely smouldering fires. Twenty-three interceptions were made across four flights in the far-field, with plumes originating from fires occurring earlier in the campaign when fire activity had been more intense, creating an underlying contrast in emissions prior to any transformations associated with aging. Changing combustion conditions also affect the vertical distribution of biomass burning emissions, as aged plumes from more flaming-dominated fires are injected to higher altitudes of up to 6000 m. Proportional contributions of the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) 60 and 44 peaks in the AMS mass spectra to the total OA mass (denoted \( f_{60} \) and \( f_{44} \)) are used as tracers for primary and oxidised BBOA, respectively. \( f_{44} \) is lower on average in near-field plumes than those sampled in the far-field, in accordance with longer aging times as plumes are transported a greater distance from source. However, high levels of \( \Delta O_3 / \Delta CO \) and \(-\log(NO_x / NO_y)\) close to source indicate that emissions can be subject to very rapid oxidation over short timescales. Conversely, the lofting of plumes into the upper troposphere can lead to the retention of source profiles after transportation over extensive temporal and spatial scales, with \( f_{60} \) also higher on average in aged plumes. Evolution of OA composition with aging is comparable to observations of BB tracers in previous studies, revealing a consistent progression from \( f_{60} \) to \( f_{44} \). The elevated levels of oxygenation in aged plumes, and their association with lower average \( \Delta OA / \Delta CO \), are consistent with OA loss through evaporation during aging due to a combination of dilution and chemical processing, while differences in combustion conditions throughout the campaign also have a significant influence on BBOA production and composition.
1 Introduction

The BORTAS (quantifying the impact of BOReal forest fires on Tropospheric oxidants over the Atlantic using Aircraft and Satellites) campaign was a major international research effort to improve understanding of the properties and evolution of biomass burning (BB) plumes. BB emissions form a major source of atmospheric particulate matter on a global scale, contributing around 90% of the total primary organic aerosol (OA) (Bond et al., 2004). The radiative effects of atmospheric aerosols represent one of the major sources of uncertainty with regard to influences on climate change (Textor et al., 2006; Forster et al., 2007). Given the prominence of OA in global aerosol budgets (Zhang et al., 2007; Jimenez et al., 2009), limited understanding of BB emissions, and more specifically biomass burning organic aerosol (BBOA) emissions, forms an important component of this uncertainty. Improved projection of climate change impacts through global climate model simulation is dependent on more robust parameterisation of the constituent drivers, constrained by direct measurements. Several fundamental aspects of the BBOA lifecycle remain poorly characterised (Hallquist et al., 2009), including the conditions and processes controlling formation and the effects of transformations occurring during aging, such as gas-particle partitioning of low volatility organic compounds following photo-oxidation, heterogeneous reactions with existing OA and losses through dilution-based evaporation or volatilisation (Reid et al., 2005; Grieshop et al., 2009; DeCarlo et al., 2010; Hennigan et al., 2011). Variability at source has been shown to be extensive, in response to changes in both fuel properties and combustion conditions (McMeeking et al., 2009; Jolleys et al., 2012, 2014). The importance of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) in aging plumes is also particularly unclear. Substantial SOA formation as a result of photochemical processing has been demonstrated in laboratory experiments, increasing OA concentrations by up to a factor of 4 over several hours (Grieshop et al., 2009; Hennigan et al., 2011; Heringa et al., 2011). However, under ambient conditions the importance of SOA addition relative to primary (POA) emissions is more disputable. Despite widespread evidence for the increasing oxygenation of BBOA with aging (Capes et al., 2008; DeCarlo et al., 2008; Cubison et al., 2011; Jolleys et al., 2012), net mass enhancements are not observed consistently. The underlying causes of this variable SOA contribution, including the implications of initial OA composition, also remain ambiguous and require further refinement.

The BORTAS campaign is described in detail by Palmer et al. (2013), with an overview of measurements used within this analysis given here. BORTAS took place across several regions of Canada between the 12 July and 3 August in both 2010 and 2011, although activity during the 2010 deployment (BORTAS-A) was limited to ground-based measurements at a main ground station located at Dalhousie University in Halifax, Nova Scotia, along with ozonesonde launches from a network of seven sites across central and eastern Canada and supporting satellite observations (Parrington et al., 2012). Airborne measurements were carried out during BORTAS-B in 2011, providing all data contributing towards this study. The UK Facility for Airborne Atmospheric Measurements (FAAM) BAe-146 Atmospheric Research Aircraft (ARA) performed a total of 15 flights, including 11 dedicated science flights between the 15 and 31 July. Research flights primarily originated from Halifax and largely involved surveying areas adjacent to the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the North Atlantic. A predominant source region in northwestern Ontario (approximately 52.5° N, 93.5° W) has been identified for the majority of plumes sampled throughout BORTAS, although more disperse fires were also active in northern Alberta and the Northwest Territories (Palmer et al., 2013; Parrington et al., 2013). As the majority of plumes from fires in this region were encountered at a distance of several thousand kilometres downwind, emissions would have undergone substantial processing prior to sampling, with estimated photochemical ages between 1–11 days. A single flight to the Ontario source region also sampled active fires directly at source, providing a valuable inventory of fresh plume measurements and enabling comparison of emissions in the near and far-field. Tracks of all flights included within this analysis are shown in Fig. 1. Back trajectories for air masses encountered throughout the durations of flights B621–624 are presented by O’Shea et al. (2013a), detailing the transport pathways of plumes and agreement with active fire locations, while Taylor et al. (2014) provide air mass histories for individual plumes sampled during flight B626. Comparison of emissions of different ages is subject to potential contrasts in fire behaviour, given that each set of measurements were obtained at different stages of the campaign. Fire activity within the region peaked between the 17 and 19 July (Fig. 2), with emissions from these fires intercepted far downwind. Plumes from active fires within this region were also sampled at source on the 26 July (flight B626), representing the only measurements of fresh plumes from BORTAS. However, by this time fire activity had significantly abated, bringing about a change in combustion conditions to yield smaller, less intense fires more typically dominated by smouldering combustion (O’Shea et al., 2013a). The more intense period of fires earlier in the campaign is expected to have involved larger events with a more prominent flaming combustion phase, as indicated by the detection of pronounced smoke plumes at altitudes of up to approximately 7000 m over the North Atlantic (Palmer et al., 2013). As a result, any comparison of fresh and aged plumes during BORTAS must also account for this disparity in source conditions. While such a scenario would reduce the potential to evaluate the continuous evolution of smoke plumes from source into the ambient atmosphere, and prevent direct comparison of near and far-field plumes derived from similar
combustion conditions, it also provides a baseline for conditions at source.

2 Background

2.1 Instrumentation and measurements

A wide array of instrumentation performing particulate and gas phase measurements were deployed throughout BORTAS. This study focuses primarily on the analysis of OA mass and composition data obtained from an Aerodyne Research Inc. compact time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (C-ToF-AMS; Drewnick et al., 2005; Canagaratna et al., 2007). The AMS provides highly time-resolved mass concentrations of sub-micron, non-refractory aerosol, and a broad chemical characterisation across a complete range of constituent ion mass-to-charge ratios ($m/z$). Operation of the AMS, including calibration and necessary correction factors, during aircraft deployment (Bahreini et al., 2003) and specifically onboard the BAe-146 (Crosier et al., 2007; Morgan et al., 2009; Taylor et al., 2014) have been described in detail. Refractory black carbon (BC) was measured using a Droplet Measurement Technologies single particle soot photometer (SP-2; Schwarz et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2014). Although analysis of the chemical and optical properties of single BC particles was not performed as part of this study, mass concentrations in smoke plumes, particularly in relation to OA concentrations, were used as a means of evaluating the proportional contributions of different combustion phases. A range of gas phase measurements were undertaken on the BAe-146, including species used as tracers for both primary emissions and photochemical processing. CO mixing ratios were measured with an Aerolaser ALS5002 UV fluorescence analyser and O$_3$ by a Thermo Scientific TEi49C UV photometric analyser as part of the standard complement of instrumentation for BAe-146 science flights. Additional instrumentation included a chemical ionisation mass spectrometer (CIMS; Nowak et al., 2007; Le Breton et al., 2012) providing real-time measurements of HCN, which is widely used as a tracer for BB emissions given that vegetation fires constitute its primary global source (Li et al., 2000; Sinha et al., 2003; Yokelson et al., 2007). NO$_x$ (NO + NO$_2$) and NO$_y$ (NO$_x$ oxidation products, including HNO$_3$ and N$_2$O$_5$) act as important tracers for oxidation in aging plumes, and were measured respectively by an Air Quality Design Inc. chemiluminescence NO$_x$ analyser and by thermal dissociation-laser induced fluorescence (TD-LIF; Di Carlo et al., 2013). The assembly of gas phase measurements used within this analysis was completed by CO$_2$ mixing ratios from a Los Gatos Research Inc. cavity enhanced absorption spectrometer-based fast greenhouse gas analyser (FGGA; O’Shea et al., 2013b). Aerosol size distributions in the range 20–350 nm were obtained from a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS), with integrated distributions over this size range used as an approximation of particle number concentration.
2.2 Data selection

Measurements from 5 BORTAS flights (B621-B624 and B626) were included in this analysis. Flight B626 provided the only measurements of fresh BB plumes throughout the campaign, with all other flights sampling air masses downwind of the source region at ages of several days. Data were screened in order to isolate emissions with a biomass burning influence, resulting in a total number of 26 valid plume interceptions (3 fresh and 23 aged) across the 5 flights. Screening was performed using the guidelines proposed by Capes et al. (2008) and Jolleys et al. (2012) based upon minimum ΔCO (the excess CO concentration above background levels) and absolute number concentrations. Respective thresholds of 20 ppb and 2000 cm⁻³ were applied for ΔCO and number concentration. Background concentrations for CO and other species were calculated for each flight according to minimum observed concentrations, which were applied to all measurements throughout the full vertical extent of sampling, given the limited variation in background concentrations with altitude. CO₂ was the only exception, with high variability both in and out of plume making it difficult to define an appropriate background concentration. As a result, only absolute concentrations are reported for CO₂, as opposed to excess values. A threshold of 0.003 was used for f60, representing the ratio of levoglucosan-like species, which correspond to the m/z 60 peak in the AMS mass spectra (Schneider et al., 2006; Alfarra et al., 2007), to the total OA mass. This threshold is based upon observed background levels of f60 in OA emissions from urban and biogenic sources where BB influences are absent (Cubison et al., 2011; Aiken et al., 2009; DeCarlo et al., 2008). Levoglucosan and other anhydro sugars such as mannans and galactosan have been shown to be strongly associated with primary BB emissions (Simoneit et al., 1999; Iinuma et al., 2007; Sullivan et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2010). All data were also averaged to the temporal resolution of the AMS (~8 second time step on average) to enable direct comparison of different species.

Alternative screening procedures for BB influences have been applied throughout separate analyses of BORTAS data (Palmer et al., 2013). Concentrations of trace gases primarily produced by fire sources, including HCN and CH₃CN, are commonly used as indicators for BB plumes (Li et al., 2000; Yokelson et al., 2007; Crounse et al., 2009; Yokelson et al., 2009; Akagi et al., 2011). A scheme using a HCN concentration threshold of six times the standard deviation (6σ) has been used during BORTAS in an analysis of high sensitivity 1 Hz CIMS measurements and their consistency with CO and CH₃CN concentrations (Le Breton et al., 2013). However, as many previous data sets do not include HCN measurements, a screening procedure using only ΔOA, ΔCO and number concentration data has been applied here, so that the approach can be used consistently across a broader range of data. This approach performs well when compared to the Le Breton et al. method, producing similarly strong correlations between ΔHCN and ΔCO for flights B621, B622, B624 and B626 (R² = 0.64, 0.52, 0.84 and 0.93) as the 6σ technique (R² = 0.83, 0.46, 0.82 and 0.81). HCN was not measured during B623, preventing comparison of classification schemes for this flight. Several flights carried out later in the campaign (B628-B630) also measured highly aged plumes with a photochemical age of up to 11 days (Palmer et al., 2013). However, correlations between ΔOA and ΔCO throughout these flights were exceptionally weak, yielding R² values consistently well below 0.1, contrasting with values in the range 0.39–0.74 for flights B621-B624 and B626. These weak correlations from later flights suggest that sampled air masses lack a common emission source and instead represent extensive mixtures of different plumes following dispersion, or that emissions have been differentially processed to the extent that representative properties can no longer be distinguished. As a result, data from these flights were omitted from this analysis.

Throughout this study, extensive use is made of normalised measurements as a means of assessing the relative abundances of different species. Normalising to a co-emitted, non-reactive tracer such as ΔCO provides an emission ratio (ER) when calculated at source. Normalised excess mixing ratios (NEMR) are used to represent these values for any other point in a plume away from source along a Lagrangian trajectory, and account for the effects of dispersion as concentrations in plumes decrease through dilution. These ratios can also be used as a marker for potential SOA formation, as the longer atmospheric lifetime of CO (~1 month) relative to that of OA (on the order of several weeks) makes it likely that any enhancement of the ratio between the two species will be a result of the addition of OA, rather than increased removal of CO in isolation.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Spatial and temporal variability in BB emissions properties

Measurements of OA in BB plumes during the BORTAS flights included within this analysis encompassed a wide range of ages, from at source to up to 5 days after emission. The extent of this diversity in age contributed to a high level of variability in plume properties, both across separate research flights and between individual plumes encountered in different periods of the same flight. Excess OA concentrations measured in-plume ranged from close to zero to around 180 μg m⁻³, with maximum ΔCO concentrations approaching 1000 ppb. Vertical profiles of both species are shown in Fig. 3, revealing an overall increase in concentrations throughout the boundary layer to a peak at around 2000 m, before declining to background levels through the free troposphere. Significant elevations in both ΔOA and ΔCO occurred close to ground level, most likely as a result of influ-
ence from local sources. The observed decrease in concentration with altitude is more marked for ΔOA, which returns to background levels by 6000 m. Variability in ΔCO is much greater than ΔOA at higher altitudes. ΔCO concentrations of up to 800 ppb were observed between 5000–8000 m, whereas ΔOA did not exceed 30 µg m⁻³. This disparity is attributed to the removal of OA from plumes encountered during flight B622 (20 July) by precipitation prior to sampling following advection through clouds, as corroborated by meteorological observations and back trajectory models (Griffin et al., 2013; Taylor et al., 2014). Wet deposition of aerosol reduced ΔOA to background levels, while ΔCO concentrations remained elevated to similar levels as observed at lower altitudes. Despite their biomass burning origin, the absence of OA and BC from these plumes resulted in their omission from this analysis.

The change in combustion conditions between different periods of BORTAS is reflected in the contrast between loadings of particulate and gas-phase species. Concentrations of the majority of sampled species in aged plumes during flights B621-B624, including ΔOA, CO, CO₂ and BC, consistently exceeded those at source from B626, irrespective of the effect of dilution as plumes dispersed into the ambient atmosphere. During flight B626, ΔOA peaked at around 50 µg m⁻³, with concentrations in more aged plumes exceeding this level by a factor of 3.6. ΔCO concentrations were also significantly elevated in aged plumes relative to fresh emissions. The contrast in properties between plumes of different ages is likely to be primarily affected by a change in the size and intensity of fires, rather than combustion phase alone, given the stronger association of both OA and CO production with predominantly smouldering combustion in the latter stages of fire evolution (Reid et al., 2005).

While the higher concentrations identified in aged plumes may be influenced to some extent by contributions from SOA, initial indications from calculated ΔOA / ΔCO ratios suggest this contribution did not provide any net increase in OA loadings. Figure 4 shows ΔOA / ΔCO for all five analysed BORTAS flights, with average values determined from the gradient of linear least squares regressions. Using this approach reveals that the average ΔOA / ΔCO close to source (0.190 ± 0.010, where uncertainty represents the standard deviation in the fit) exceeds that for aged plumes (0.097 ± 0.002) by around 50 %, with an overall campaign average of 0.104 ± 0.003. Average ratios for individual flights sampling aged emissions range from 0.056 ± 0.003 (B624) to 0.114 ± 0.003 (B622), giving an overall range of 0.058. The level of average ΔOA / ΔCO for fresh emissions from boreal forest fires during BORTAS falls between the upper extent derived from the eucalypt forests of northern Australia during the Aerosol and Chemical Transport in Tropical Convection (ACTIVE) campaign (0.329), and lower ratios from several other campaigns where OA enhancements were comparatively reduced (0.019–0.065; Jolleys et al., 2012). Average ΔOA / ΔCO from aged plumes during BORTAS was again within the range identified from
previous field observations, although with closer proximity to ratios from the lower extent of the observed range, including aged boreal forest fire plumes sampled during the Arctic Research of the Composition of the Troposphere from Aircraft and Satellites (ARCTAS) campaign (Hecobian et al., 2011). The extent of variability amongst aged emissions during ACTIVE also exceeded that observed during BORTAS, with flights throughout the former campaign sampling plumes from fires in a number of different source regions. However, analysis of ERs from vegetation fires performed under laboratory conditions during the second Fire Lab At Missoula Experiment (FLAME II) also revealed extensive variability in $\Delta$OA / $\Delta$CO directly at source, even amongst single plant species (Jolleys et al., 2014). The single source region from which BORTAS plumes originated could therefore still be expected to give rise to significantly contrasting $\Delta$OA / $\Delta$CO, while the effects of atmospheric processing during transportation provide further perturbation of initial ERs. Flight-average $\Delta$OA / $\Delta$CO decreased progressively for aged emissions as the distance from source at which plumes were intercepted increased, with B622 performing a transit between Halifax and Quebec City, and B624 primarily sampling plumes over the North Atlantic off the eastern coast of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland, suggestive of OA losses during aging in these plumes from predominantly flaming sources.

3.2 Tracers for combustion conditions

While the evolution of $\Delta$OA / $\Delta$CO in aging plumes would appear to be strongly influenced by the effects of atmospheric processing, source conditions remain a critical factor in controlling OA production. Contrasts in $\Delta$OA / $\Delta$CO between fresh and aged OA are accompanied by varying properties with respect to the location and composition of plumes. Proportional contributions of OA mass fragment marker species differ between near and far-field measurements. $f_{60}$ repre-
sents the prevalence of primary combustion products such as levoglucosan and is used as an indicator for fresh BB emissions (Schneider et al., 2006; Alfarra et al., 2007). Conversely, \( f_{44} \) is associated with the CO_{2}^{+} ion derived from more aged OA as hydrocarbon fragments are oxidised to form organic acids (Zhang et al., 2005; Aiken et al., 2008), although \( m/z \ 44 \) is also a constituent of fresh smoke and has been shown to be significantly elevated at source, dependent on combustion conditions (Weimer et al., 2008; Jolleyes et al., 2014). While strongly associated with saturated hydrocarbon fragments, \( m/z \ 43 \) can also originate from oxidised compounds such as aldehydes and ketones (Alfarra et al., 2004). Large contributions of \( m/z \ 43 \) have been observed within the mass spectra of OA during the laboratory combustion of a range of biomass fuels, typically accounting for a greater proportion of total OA mass than any other detected fragments (Schneider et al., 2006). This dominance of \( m/z \ 43 \) above \( m/z \ 44 \) amongst even compounds with high oxygen contents suggests the former can be produced preferentially during the fragmentation of oxygenated molecules, and as such \( f_{43} \) may prove to be an appropriate indicator of OA oxygenation at source.

Variations in the average proportions of \( m/z \ 43, 44 \) and 60 in OA are widely observed between fresh and aged plumes throughout BORTAS, emphasising the contrasting properties of aerosol of different ages. Mean \( f_{44} \) for B626, which comprised the only measurements of fresh OA during BORTAS, was lower than all other flights at 0.086 ± 0.014, with mean values for B621-B624 ranging from 0.104 to 0.139. This trend between the near and far-field is consistent with observations of boreal forest fire plumes during ARCTAS, where \( f_{44} \) was shown to increase as a function of plume transport time (Cubison et al., 2011; Hecobian et al., 2011). \( f_{60} \) was also shown to decrease concurrently with increasing \( f_{44} \) during ARCTAS, as a result of the oxidation of primary levoglucosan-type species with aging. However, mean \( f_{60} \) for BORTAS flight B626 was also amongst the lowest throughout the campaign at 0.007 ± 0.004. Averages were higher for B621-B623 (0.010-0.017), although B624 provided the lowest \( f_{60} \) with a mean of 0.005 ± 0.001.

While the higher mean \( f_{44} \) observed in the far-field is likely to primarily result from more extensive oxidation of OA after longer periods of aging, the transition to more smouldering-dominated combustion prior to sampling of near-field plumes could also have influenced observed changes in composition. Elevated levels of \( f_{60} \) in aged plumes are indicative of such an effect, as \( m/z \ 60 \) would be expected to constitute a greater proportion of fresh OA, given its typical progressive depletion through oxidation (Cubison et al., 2011). However, the relationships between \( f_{44}, f_{60} \) and combustion phase are known to be complex and subject to considerable uncertainty. Weimer et al. (2008) showed \( f_{60} \) to be more strongly associated with the initial flaming phase of combustion in wood burners used for domestic heating, while \( f_{44} \) was higher during the later stages of the burning process when smouldering combustion dominated. These trends are attributed to changes in combustion behaviour and the consumption of different fuel components at each stage of the fire. In contrast, Gao et al. (2003) reported significantly elevated levoglucosan concentrations from smouldering fires in southern Africa, and severe depletion in emissions from flaming fires. Furthermore, Lee et al. (2010) reported overall similarity in \( f_{60} \) across flaming and smouldering phases for open biomass fires carried out in a laboratory setting as part of FLAME II, while the ratio of levoglucosan to total organic carbon in filter samples from the same experiment shows a dependence on the fuel component burned (Sullivan et al., 2008). Although both \( f_{44} \) and \( f_{60} \) were more frequently at a maximum during flaming combustion in FLAME II burns (Jolleyes et al., 2014), differences between phases were more pronounced for \( f_{44} \), with less variation amongst \( f_{60} \). This behaviour is expected to result from greater fire intensity during flaming combustion, although the specific effects of increased intensity on OA composition through changing oxygen availability remain unclear.

Further indication of a shift in combustion phase is provided by the differences in \( f_{43} \) between fresh and aged plumes, for which respective mean values were 0.123 ± 0.013 and 0.088 ± 0.012. The low \( f_{44} \) and \( f_{60} \) for fresh OA suggest a dominance of smouldering fires, in agreement with the trends identified by Jolleyes et al. (2014). Additional variations in plume properties appear to substantiate an association between \( f_{43} \) and smouldering combustion, including the correlation between periods of high \( f_{43} (> 0.1) \) and low \( \Delta BC / \Delta OA (< 0.02) \) in both fresh and aged plumes, with production of BC expected to be at a maximum during flaming combustion (Reid and Hobbs, 1998). Absence of a prominent flaming phase close to source is also corroborated by very low BC mass loadings, and reduced \( \Delta BC / \Delta OA \) relative to aged emissions, while the elevated \( \Delta OA / \Delta CO \) from these fires is consistent with the enhanced OA production typical of smouldering combustion (Yokelson et al., 1997). The lower \( \Delta OA / \Delta CO \) and \( f_{43} \), but higher \( f_{44} \) and \( f_{60} \), for aged OA would therefore be expected to derive from more intense, flaming-dominated combustion, which would also account for the significantly higher concentrations observed for \( \Delta OA \), \( \Delta BC \), \( \Delta CO \) and \( \Delta HCN \) despite plumes being progressively diluted over several days.

### 3.3 Effects of combustion conditions on vertical distributions

Altitudinal variations in plume composition further emphasise the importance of combustion conditions as a control on BB emissions and their propagation within the atmosphere. Profiles of aged plumes during BORTAS shown in Fig. 5 highlight the shift in properties between the upper and lower troposphere. With higher altitude plumes more typical of flaming combustion. The \( \Delta BC / \Delta OA \) ratio is used as an indicator for the comparative contributions from flaming and
smouldering combustion phases to the overall BB particulate loading (e.g. Grieshop et al., 2009), and is shown to increase through successive 500 m bins from 0.015 ± 0.003 at 500 m to 0.110 ± 0.055 at 6000 m, with the interquartile range increasing from 0.006 (2000 m) to 0.068 (5500 m). In contrast, ∆OA / ∆CO decreases over the same range, revealing the stark contrasts in plume composition at different altitudes and the apparent influence of fire properties at source. Mean ∆OA / ∆CO stands at 0.155 ± 0.061 and 0.196 ± 0.103 for the two bins closest to the surface, declining to 0.038 ± 0.015 at 6000 m. The interquartile range also decreases from 0.147 to 0.044 between 1500 and 5500 m, reflecting an overall reduction in variability with altitude.

With the exception of a few isolated points, ∆BC / ∆OA only rises above 0.02 in higher plumes where f_{43} is below 0.09, and remains consistently low when f_{43} is above this level (Fig. 6). This trend is in part due to the greater production of BC under flaming conditions, as reflected by corresponding distributions of high ∆BC mass concentration, f_{60} and CO₂ (Fig. 6a–c). Conversely, plumes sampled at lower altitudes exhibit characteristics more strongly associated with smouldering combustion (Fig. 6d), and are comparable to fresh plumes with regards to low levels of ∆BC / ∆OA and f_{60}, and high f_{43}. Weaker convection resulting from smouldering fires limits vertical transportation, retaining plumes within the boundary layer (Andreae et al., 1996; Warneke et al., 2006; Burling et al., 2011). The presence of flaming-derived emissions at higher altitudes alludes to an elevated injection height resulting from increased buoyancy and pyroconvection (Fromm et al., 2005; Damoah et al., 2006) driven by more intense fires earlier in the BORTAS campaign period (Fig. 2). A similar dependence on combustion phase has previously been observed for the altitudinal distribution of different combustion products from boreal forest fires during ARCTAS (Kondo et al., 2011).
Figure 6. $\Delta$BC / $\Delta$OA vs. $f_{43}$ for aged emissions. Data points are coloured to show relationships with (a) $\Delta$BC, (b) $f_{60}$, (c) CO$_2$, (d) altitude, (e) $\Delta$OA and (f) $\Delta$OA / $\Delta$CO.

The altitudinal trends identified for $\Delta$OA / $\Delta$CO and $\Delta$BC / $\Delta$OA also show broad agreement with those of $f_{43}$ and $f_{60}$ respectively, with mean values for the former decreasing from 0.128 ± 0.006 to 0.078 ± 0.003 and latter increasing from 0.005 ± 0.001 to 0.015 ± 0.002. The directly opposing profiles of $f_{43}$ and CO$_2$ (Fig. 5c–d), along with the correlation of increased $f_{60}$ with CO$_2$ and $\Delta$BC mass at high altitudes (Fig. 7h–i), further underline the importance of initial combustion conditions for aged emissions. Minimum CO$_2$ concentrations within aged plumes were around 375 ppm, representing a minimal elevation above typical background levels for boreal Canadian forest environments (Vay et al., 2011, Higuchi et al., 2003). Although the distribution of CO$_2$ clearly reflects the influence of the biosphere closer to the surface through uptake in photosynthesis, expected source profiles also appear to be largely conserved, further corroborated by the sustained correlation between periods of high $f_{43}$ and low CO$_2$, and vice versa, relative to levels throughout the rest of the aged plumes.

3.4 Aging as a driver for plume variability

Despite the apparent influence of combustion conditions on the vertical distribution and composition of aged emissions, the effects of transformations associated with atmospheric processing cannot be entirely discounted. Certain contrasting properties between emissions of different ages could also be less dependent on source conditions and more strongly influenced by processing throughout plume evolution. Differences between fresh and aged plumes in the respective relationships of total $\Delta$OA loadings, and those normalised to $\Delta$CO, with a number of tracers highlight the combined effects of source conditions and processing, and their changing influence with aging. Both $\Delta$OA and $\Delta$CO concentrations show a negative correlation with $f_{44}$ (e.g. Fig. 7a–b) and
positive correlation with $f_{60}$ (e.g. Fig. 7f–g). Furthermore, when binning concentrations by $f_{44}$, maximum binned $\Delta OA$ and $\Delta CO$ both coincide with minimum $f_{44}$ and vice versa. These overriding trends remain consistent for emissions of all ages, although the nature of the relationship changes in each case. Linear relationships appear consistently for $\Delta OA$ ($R^2 = 0.51$ and 0.80 with $f_{44}$ and $f_{60}$ respectively) and $\Delta CO$ ($R^2 = 0.23$ and 0.49) in fresh emissions. The same relationships also persist to an extent for $\Delta OA / \Delta CO$ in fresh plumes ($R^2 = 0.42$ and 0.47). However, at a greater distance from source, correlations for $\Delta OA$ and $\Delta CO$ are consistently below 0.3, while there is no relationship between $\Delta OA / \Delta CO$ and either $f_{44}$ or $f_{60}$.

In addition to providing a tracer for source profiles in aged BB emissions, $\Delta BC / \Delta OA$ can also be used as an indicator for OA processing. Observations of increasing $\Delta BC / \Delta OA$ with aging have previously been attributed to the loss of OA mass through evaporation (Lioussse et al., 1995). Similar behaviour has also been proposed as a possible cause of the overall reduction in $\Delta OA / \Delta CO$ between BB plumes in the near and far-field throughout several campaigns across different global regions (Jolleys et al., 2012). Any decrease in $\Delta BC / \Delta OA$ could therefore be considered a product, to a certain degree, of the addition of secondary organic mass from either the processing of BBOA or external sources. Measurements performed at lower altitudes (< 2000 m) during flights B621 and B622 provide possible evidence to support such an effect. Both $\Delta BC$ mass and $f_{60}$ remain low during these periods, at less than 0.5 $\mu$g m$^{-3}$ and 0.01 respectively, consistent with wider observations of smouldering fire emissions at low altitude during BORTAS. However, $\Delta CO$ concentrations are also diminished and consistently below 100 ppb, relative to an average of 200 ppb for aged plumes, while $\Delta OA$ concentrations are comparable to levels in higher altitude, flaming-type plumes ($\sim 20$ $\mu$g m$^{-3}$).

These trends, which diverge from the expected characteristics for emissions of this origin, are further compounded by high $\Delta CO_3 / \Delta CO$ (> 0.2), indicative of an elevated level of oxygenation and photochemical activity (Mason et al., 2001; Parrington et al., 2013). Formation of SOA from biogenic precursors has previously been observed in the forests of Ontario (Slowik et al., 2010). These SOA events were also characterised by $\Delta OA / \Delta CO$ levels far in excess of those derived for BB emissions during the same study. In accordance with this trend, $\Delta OA / \Delta CO$ within the low altitude plumes in B621 and B622 were consistently above the average for...
aged emissions (0.097), reaching as high as ~0.4. There is subsequently considerable evidence to support biogenic SOA as a potential contributor to the OA burden during BORTAS, which could provide further enhancement of ΔOA / ΔCO as demonstrated by the Słowik et al. (2010) Ontario study. Whilst the further properties of aged plumes discussed here would suggest this effect is isolated and limited in its overall impact, it presents a further source of uncertainty for any attempts to develop parameterisations for the contribution of forest fires to regional and global OA budgets.

Although \( f_{60} \) displays a level of consistency with flaming combustion products in upper troposphere plumes during BORTAS, and increases on average with increasing altitude, further trends oppose the expected relationships for different combustion phases. Maximum concentrations of ΔOA, ΔBC, ΔCO and CO\(_2\) all coincide with high \( f_{60} \) (0.025–0.300) and show a reduction as \( f_{60} \) decreases (Fig. 7f–i). Overall correlations between each species and \( f_{60} \) are all positive, albeit with varying fit coefficients. \( R^2 \) values were highest for CO\(_2\) and ΔBC (0.52 and 0.47), reflecting their stronger associations with flaming combustion (Crutzen and Andreae, 1990; Reid et al., 2005). Correlations with ΔOA and ΔCO were weaker (\( R^2 \) = 0.28 and 0.23), as would be expected given production of each is greatest during the smouldering phase (Ferek et al., 1998; Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Gao et al., 2003). While trends with ΔO\(_3\) / ΔCO show \( f_{60} \) to decrease with aging (Fig. 7j), the underlying relationships identified with all other species suggest \( f_{60} \) may prove to be a more resilient tracer for overall plume intensity rather than combustion conditions at long aging times. However, Petzold et al. (2007) demonstrated export efficiencies of up to 90% for BC following intercontinental transport of boreal forest fire plumes. In the absence of significant removal through wet deposition, ΔBC / ΔCO in plumes encountered at altitudes above 4 km remained consistent with typical source values, indicating that mixing of emissions can be suppressed where fire intensity is sufficient to generate elevated injection heights. Conversely, the weaker convection associated with smouldering combustion may lead to emissions being retained within the boundary layer, contributing to the typically higher levels of ΔOA / ΔCO and \( f_{43} \) at low altitudes.

3.5 Tracer evolution during BORTAS

The progression from \( f_{60} \) to \( f_{44} \) can provide a useful metric to assess the evolution of OA composition with aging. Figure 8 shows the nature of this progression for both fresh and aged OA, together with further trends with several additional parameters. A strong linear relationship (\( R^2 = 0.72 \)) is identified for emissions close to source. However, these observations comprised measurements of three separate periods of flight B626, and reveal a clear discrepancy for one of these periods. Measurements performed further to the east of the source region, on a transect from approximately 52.3° N, 90.0° W to 52.8° N, 91.3° W (a “downwind” plume) yielded higher \( f_{44} \) than any other fresh plumes, with \( f_{60} \) not exceeding 0.045. The two remaining sets of plumes (“source” plumes) were both encountered within a region where active fires were present at around 52.4–52.8° N, 93.0–93.7° W. Despite sampling taking place roughly two hours apart, and over a slightly different geographical extent, the \( f_{44} / f_{60} \) relationship remains highly consistent across all “source” plumes, with an \( R^2 \) of 0.82. The higher levels of \( f_{44} \) and absence of a trend with \( f_{60} \) in the “downwind” plume indicate OA is more heavily oxidised than in the fresher “source” plumes. This contrast in oxygenation is linked to other changes between plumes, including apparent photochemical age, which in this instance is represented by the \( -\log(\text{NO}_x / \text{NO}_3) \) ratio (Kleinman et al., 2008; DeCarlo et al., 2008). Levels of the ratio are significantly elevated in the “downwind” plume from B626 (Fig. 8f, left panel), with an average of 1.45 ± 0.43, exceeding the mean value of 1.09 ± 0.29 for highly aged plumes sampled during flights B621-B624. CO\(_2\) concentrations during this period are also higher than for the remainder of B626 (Fig. 8b, left panel), with an average of 378.6 ± 0.6 ppm compared to 375.0 ± 1.3 ppm closer to source. The \( -\log(\text{NO}_x / \text{NO}_3) \) photochemical clock is also shown to increase throughout “source” plumes, with \( f_{44} \) and \( f_{60} \) changing in a manner consistent with the increasing oxidation of OA, and is further corroborated by a trend of increasing ΔO\(_3\) / ΔCO (Fig. 8e, left panel). However, these changes also coincide with a trend of decreasing ΔOA / ΔCO (Fig. 8e, left panel), belying the expected addition of OA mass resulting from increasing oxygenation as semivolatile products condense to the particle phase. Average ΔOA / ΔCO is similar for the two “source” plumes (0.165 ± 0.042 and 0.180 ± 0.045), but is lower in the more photochemically aged “downwind” plume (0.114 ± 0.015). It is difficult to speculate on the significance of any link between a higher rate of oxidation and an overall reduction in ΔOA / ΔCO given the continuing uncertainty regarding the processes affecting OA in aging BB plumes. Yokelson et al. (2009) reported that ΔOA / ΔCO increased by a factor of 2.3 over a period of 1.4 h for plumes from fires in the Yucatán region of Mexico, coinciding with a comparably high \( f_{44} / f_{60} \) gradient to that in the “downwind” section of B626. Conversely, an increase in \( f_{44} \) has also been shown in conjunction with stable or even decreasing levels of ΔOA / ΔCO (Capes et al., 2008; Cubison et al., 2011; Akagi et al., 2012; Jolley et al., 2012), suggesting OA loss through evaporation has an equally important effect throughout plume evolution.

Linear relationships between \( f_{44} \) and \( f_{60} \) are weaker for more aged plumes sampled at a greater distance downwind, with an overall \( R^2 \) value for all plumes of 0.44 and individual flights ranging from 0.01 (B624) to 0.32 (B622). The overall decline of \( f_{60} \) again appears to be strongly influenced by distance from the source region and the physical age of plumes, decreasing from a maximum of ~ 0.027 in B622 to a minimum of ~ 0.004 in B624. An effect of dilution is evident, given the concurrent reduction in both ΔCO
and CO$_2$ with decreasing $f_{60}$ and increasing $f_{44}$ (Fig. 8a–b, right panels). $\Delta$OA / $\Delta$CO shows the reverse progression, with increasing oxygenation of OA (Fig. 8e, right panel), while $-\log$(NO$_x$/NO$_y$) does not exhibit the strong trend observed for near-field measurements but is typically higher and reflects longer aging times (Fig. 8f). However, $-\log$(NO$_x$/NO$_y$) ratios were highest on average for the “downwind” plume in B626, which did not provide any significant indication of net addition of OA mass. While the highest average $\Delta$OA / $\Delta$CO ratio for an individual plume throughout the entirety of BORTAS was derived for one of the “source” plumes during B626, two aged plumes from B622 exhibited average $\Delta$OA / $\Delta$CO of a similar magnitude ($0.120 \pm 0.080$ and $0.119 \pm 0.042$), with each plume representing a different region of $f_{44}/f_{60}$ space.

The contrasting behaviours of various tracers throughout fresh and aged plumes highlights the different ways in which these properties can be used to evaluate influences on BBOA evolution. With regards to $f_{44}$, the consistently higher values observed in aged plumes, and the strong trends identified with indicators of photochemical aging such as $-\log$(NO$_x$/NO$_y$) and $\Delta$OA / $\Delta$CO close to source (Fig. 8e–f, left panels), substantiate its use as a tracer for OA aging. Although $f_{60}$ exhibits the same clear relationship with $-\log$(NO$_x$/NO$_y$) and $\Delta$OA / $\Delta$CO in fresh plumes, albeit reversed and decreasing with aging, values are higher on average amongst aged plumes. Given the overall trend of increasing $f_{44}$ with decreasing $f_{60}$ remains for aged OA, the longer periods of aging to which these plumes have been exposed would be expected to bring about a more extensive reduction in the latter tracer. The elevation in $f_{60}$ relative to fresh plumes would therefore seem to stem from the contrasting dominant combustion phases associated with plumes of different ages, and the persistence of high levels in flaming-derived OA at greater altitudes. In contrast, $f_{43}$ shows an overall reduction with aging, with mean values of $0.123 \pm 0.013$ and $0.088 \pm 0.012$ for near and far-field plumes respectively, consistent with the oxidation of primary OA components over time. However, overall trends with $-\log$(NO$_x$/NO$_y$) and $\Delta$OA / $\Delta$CO in fresh plumes are generally positive, albeit with fairly weak correlation coefficients ($R^2 = 0.12$ and 0.34), resulting in $f_{43}$ peaking at greater photochemical ages. This relationship contradicts that which would be expected in aging OA (Ng et al., 2010; Morgan et al., 2010), and suggests additional factors may be contributing to the observed variability in $f_{43}$. However, fragmentation of oxygenated aldehyde and ketone molecules has been shown to produce elevated levels of $f_{43}$ relative to $f_{44}$ in BB emissions (Schneider et al., 2006), suggesting possible contributions from secondary formation. Values of $f_{43}$ in fresh OA are almost entirely greater than 0.1, while this threshold is most frequently exceeded amongst aged OA in plumes below around 3000 m (Fig. 5d). These lower altitude plumes exhibit the same low $\Delta$BC / $\Delta$OA levels as identified close to source ($< 0.02$), in contrast to the greater range in $\Delta$BC / $\Delta$OA (up to 0.15) coinciding with lower $f_{43}$ (Fig. 6). Differing distributions of $f_{43}$ in aged plumes, and the prescribed similarities with near-field observations, may reflect
an influence of changing combustion conditions, with $f_{44}$ seemingly more prominent in OA from smouldering fires. As a result, $f_{44}$ may prove to be a more suitable tracer for source conditions rather than the effects of aging, although comparison between different combustion phases at source would be required in order to fully constrain any such relationship.

3.6 Campaign intercomparison and evaluation of $f_{44}$ and $f_{60}$ tracers

The progression of $f_{44}$ and $f_{60}$ throughout BORTAS shows a number of similarities with observations from other field campaigns and laboratory experiments. Distributions for fresh and aged emissions from BORTAS and montane forest fires during the Megacities Initiative: Local and Global Research Observations (MILAGRO) campaign are presented in Fig. 9, along with data from numerous plumes measured during ARCTAS-B. Data are also shown for the combustion of boreal forest plant species under laboratory conditions as part of FLAME II. Similar trends in $f_{44}/f_{60}$ for fresh and aged emissions are identified for BORTAS and MILAGRO, with average $f_{44}$ increasing with aging in both cases. A significant contrast is also evident in the distributions of $f_{60}$, which is higher on average for fresh plumes in MILAGRO and aged plumes in BORTAS, possibly as a result of the reduced intensity of fires sampled close to source. Average $\Delta$OA / $\Delta$CO is again lower for the aged fraction in MILAGRO, decreasing from 0.051 ± 0.001 in fresh plumes to 0.041 ± 0.001 (Jolleys et al., 2012), consistent with a loss of OA. The lower magnitude of these ratios is likely to be a consequence of different fuel properties and resulting combustion conditions, as strongly flaming grass fires are expected to have made a significant contribution to smoke plumes sampled at the Paso de Cortes measurement site (Jolleys et al., 2014). Figure 9 also emphasises the differences in emissions from boreal forest fires during ARCTAS-B and BORTAS. Plumes encountered close to source in each campaign exhibit contrasting levels of $f_{60}$, reflecting the dominance of different combustion phases in each set of measurements. Unlike the heavily smouldering fires sampled in flight B626, the plume from a fire at Lake McKay in north-western Saskatchewan was produced by highly intense, flaming fires (Cubison et al., 2011). The Lake McKay fires subsequently yielded higher $f_{60}$ than was observed for any BORTAS plumes, peaking at around 0.05. As the Lake McKay plume was tracked downwind, $f_{44}$ increased to ∼0.12, comparable to the upper extent for fresh plumes in BORTAS. Although $f_{60}$ decreased to ∼0.015, this level remained above the majority of the distribution from BORTAS. Similarly high levels of $f_{60}$ were observed for black spruce fires during FLAME II. However, $f_{44}$ from these burns was generally exceptionally low, as would be expected given the direct measurement at source and lack of aging. Higher $f_{44}$ comparable to the range identified in ambient emissions did occur in chamber fires for plant species representing environments other than boreal forests, with average values particularly high for chaparral fuels. Montane forest fuels, which like the boreal equivalent comprised samples of coniferous species, also yielded $f_{44}$ up to ∼0.15, although such fires largely involved drier, woody plant material leading to more flaming-dominated combustion (Jolleys et al., 2014).

The different $f_{44}$ and $f_{60}$ regimes in ambient and chamber fires, and their conflicting relationships with combustion phases, suggest their use as tracers for processing of BBOA is highly dependent on both fire properties and experimental conditions. Throughout FLAME II, $f_{44}$ was shown to be more strongly associated with flaming combustion, as increased intensity and turbulent mixing enhanced the supply of oxygen to fires. In contrast, the rapid increase of $f_{44}$ in fresh OA from smouldering fires during BORTAS, to levels comparable to more extensively aged plumes, indicate that $f_{44}$ is strongly influenced by post-emission processing under ambient conditions. Relationships with $f_{60}$ are more consistent, being higher on average more frequently for flaming-dominated fires under laboratory conditions, and showing a stronger association with seemingly flaming-derived aged emissions during BORTAS. Probability density functions (PDFs) for $f_{44}$ and $f_{60}$ in fresh and aged emissions from BORTAS, along with source emissions from fires involving boreal and montane forest fires during FLAME II, are shown in Fig. 10. The clear separation in $f_{44}$ distributions between chamber and ambient measurements reflects the role of aging in determining the level of oxidation in BBOA, as further evidenced by the enhancement in plumes in the far-
Figure 10. Probability density functions for (a) \( f_{44} \) and (b) \( f_{60} \) from a range of ambient and laboratory BB measurements. Also shown in the lower sections of each panel are the \( f_{44} \) and \( f_{60} \) values corresponding to maximum concentrations of \( 1^\text{OA}, 1^\text{BC}, 1^\text{CO} \) and \( 1^\text{CO}_2 \) (\( 1^\text{CO}_2 \) during FLAME).

field above those at source. However, the trend of increasing \( f_{44} \) in fresh plumes suggests that this processing can occur over very short timescales under certain atmospheric conditions. Rapid oxidation of BB smoke plumes has previously been inferred from the addition of secondary OA mass within ~1 h of emission (Gao et al., 2003; Yokelson et al., 2009), corroborating the BORTAS trend. Values of \( f_{44} \) coinciding with peak concentrations of \( \Delta \text{OA}, \Delta \text{BC}, \Delta \text{CO} \) and \( \Delta \text{CO}_2 \) during FLAME.

out BORTAS, with peak concentrations for \( \text{CO}_2 \) and \( \Delta \text{BC} \) coinciding with higher levels of \( f_{44} \) than those of \( \Delta \text{CO} \) or \( \Delta \text{OA} \). PDFs for \( f_{60} \) exhibit the same trend amongst ambient plumes, shifting to higher values with aging. Distributions are also broadened for emissions from chamber burns, for which levoglucosan-type species constitute a larger proportion of the total OA mass. The very low peak for near-field BORTAS plumes could be influenced by both the absence of a significant flaming phase and subsequent oxidation of primary OA (Cubison et al., 2011), contributing to the increase in \( f_{44} \). The variable gradients for \( f_{44}/f_{60} \) regressions (Fig. 9) indicate a slower rate of decay for levoglucosan-type OA in aged BORTAS plumes compared to their equivalents from MILAGRO. Furthermore, mean \( f_{60} \) in aged MILAGRO plumes (0.006 ± 0.003) was lower than in fresh plumes (0.018 ± 0.006), while the opposite was true for BORTAS plumes (0.012 ± 0.005 and 0.007 ± 0.004 respectively). As such, the slower decline of \( f_{60} \) and potential influences from more strongly flaming combustion may contribute towards the observed enhancement in aged BORTAS plumes, while a faster rate of oxidation and largely smouldering fires reduce levels closer to source.

4 Conclusions

Smoke plumes from Canadian boreal forest fires have been shown to exhibit highly variable properties over a range of ages and combustion phases. Average \( \Delta \text{OA}/\Delta \text{CO} \) in 3 plumes sampled close to source (0.190 ± 0.010) exceed ratios in the far-field from 23 interceptions (0.056 ± 0.003 to 0.114 ± 0.003), reaffirming an absence of significant net SOA formation for aging BB emissions, at least to an extent that provides an elevation above initial OA production at source. While contrasting aging behaviours and significant SOA formation have been identified in some studies, an absence of increasing \( \Delta \text{OA}/\Delta \text{CO} \) has been observed in several previous BB assessments. The trend of decreasing \( \Delta \text{OA}/\Delta \text{CO} \) with increasing distance from source in BORTAS further emphasises the importance of source conditions for aging plumes. High levels of typical flaming combustion products were identified in highly aged plumes following transportation over a period of several days. Enhancements in \( \Delta \text{BC}/\Delta \text{OA} \) and \( f_{60} \) were most prominent within the free troposphere, typically displaying an overall increase with altitude, while aged OA sampled within the boundary layer showed stronger evidence for production by smouldering combustion.

Aging of BBOA during BORTAS has been extensively evaluated using the key tracers \( f_{44} \) and \( f_{60} \) from the AMS mass spectrum. An enhancement in \( f_{44} \) was determined for far-field plumes, where the mean value of 0.121 ± 0.016 significantly exceeded that in the near-field (0.086 ± 0.014). Similarly, \( f_{60} \) remained higher in aged plumes (0.012 ± 0.005) than those close to source.
(0.007 ± 0.004), in spite of the concurrent increase in oxygenation and expected processing of primary OA components. These trends highlight the importance of both source conditions and processing for OA composition in BB plumes. While the influence of combustion phase on f_{44} remains highly uncertain given contrasting relationships with smoldering and flaming combustion reported in different studies, increased close to source suggest oxidation can occur over very short timescales after emission. This rapid processing is further corroborated by concurrent increases in photochemical tracers such as ΔO_{3}/ΔCO and −log(NO_{x}/NO_{y}) ratios in plumes sampled near to source. The increasing oxygenation of BBOA is not accompanied by an increase in ΔOA/ΔCO, which shows no significant change with ΔO_{3}/ΔCO and decreases on average with −log(NO_{x}/NO_{y}) over short aging times. A lack of ΔOA/ΔCO enhancement irrespective of evidence for wider transformations therefore further substantiates the impact of OA losses in these aging BB plumes.

Presenting the changing composition of BBOA in f_{44}/f_{60} space reveals a consistent progression from high f_{60} to high f_{44} as primary levoglucosan-like species are lost through oxidation. Similar transitions occur over multiple data sets encompassing smoke plumes of varying origins and ages, although the gradients and extents of distributions show some variability between campaigns. Levels of f_{44} are also comparatively depleted in chamber burns of boreal forest fuels. The absence of aging and a strong association with flaming combustion, and hence oxygen supply through entrainment, in these experiments denote alternative tracer functions under laboratory and ambient conditions. While f_{44} can act as an indicator for oxygenation through combustion processes in chamber experiments, the influence of aging is likely to limit such application for ambient emissions. However, f_{60} has been shown to act as a long-lived tracer for BB emissions, despite evidence for an overall reduction with increasing f_{44}.

Analysis of measurements performed during the BORTAS campaign has provided further insight to the variability associated with BB emissions and the processes affecting changes in BBOA loadings and composition over time. However, there remains considerable uncertainty regarding the main drivers of OA processing. While data from BORTAS provide evidence for the influence of a range of source and aging processes, the extents of any effects on aging BBOA are unclear, particularly with regard to their consistency across different environments and fire types. Key trends identified in this analysis, such as the comparatively lower levels of f_{60} close to source, contradict previous findings and highlight the lack of consistency prevalent amongst many aspects of investigations focusing on BB emissions. Further research specifically targeting these areas of uncertainty is therefore essential in order to understand the cause of these disparities and provide more reliable parameterisations of BB contributions to the atmospheric aerosol burden.
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